
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of director,
creative. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for director, creative

Strong ability to define and articulate key messages related to ad tech,
martech, and data products
A strategic mindset combined with the capability align stakeholders on
priorities that deliver real results
Excellent team management and cross-functional collaboration skills
Passion and ability to work well in a fast-paced, rapidly changing environment
and under tight deadlines
Experience working in the adtech, martech, or marketing data space
Manage the Visual Design team including organizational alignment,
professional training and development, performance reviews, setting
objectives
Collaborate with cross-functional teams to define and evolve responsive
design web standards (knowledge of Bootstrap is a plus)
Direct and manage the development of all creative assets including in-store
print marketing, email, direct mail, web design, social and marketing
collateral including developing and ensuring style guidelines are followed
Direct and manage a team of creative professionals including internal and
external graphic designers and agency resources to ensure campaigns are
delivered on time, on budget and the highest level of quality
Collaborate with cross functional partners other relevant stakeholders to
ensure all assets are developed and executed to appropriately and effectively
represent the business and customer needs
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Work in collaboration with the senior creative executives both internally and
at NBCUniversal, the Creative team on overall strategic development of
campaigns, franchises and promotions for On Air, Off Air and Digital
Build and maintain strong relationships across marketing and programming
Work closely the Production Manager on forward planning and utilisation for
the department
Must have fluency in English and Spanish
Proven success in managing broadcast on-air promotions team
Drive for results - must be able to work on a multitude of projects at once,
working to tight deadlines


